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Introduction

Maritime affairs involve cooperation to a degree that does not fit in easily with the staunchly defended concepts of sovereignty and jurisdiction. However, issues of maritime governance transcend national, geographical and political boundaries. The best illustration of its transnational nature is the recent hijacking of vessels in the increasingly dangerous waters off the coast of Somalia. The Ukrainian-owned MV *Faina*, for instance, was hijacked in October 2008 and remained in the hands of the pirates until February 2009. Aboard the ship was a lethal cargo of 33 T72 tanks and an assortment of ammunition destined for the Port of Mombasa in Kenya. Another ship, the MV *Sirius Star*, was taken by the same pirates in November 2008. The oil supertanker was flying
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a Saudi Arabian flag and was carrying about two million barrels of crude oil worth US$100 million destined for the United States. The effect of the hijackings was felt not only by the Ukrainian and Saudi owners of the vessels but also the would-be recipients of the ship's cargo in Kenya and the US – and it has repercussions for Somalia as well.

Another incident that demonstrates the trans-boundary nature of maritime governance is the June 2000 oil spill by the MV Treasure that sank between Dassen and Robben islands off the coast of South Africa. The ship released about 1 300 tonnes of bunker oil into the ocean, extensively damaging the breeding habitats of the African penguins which are native to South Africa and Namibia. Approximately 20 000 penguins nesting at the time were covered in oil and it took a concerted effort to clean some of them and release them back into the wild.

Maritime accidents are yet another illustration of how issues of maritime governance defy territorial, jurisdictional and geographical boundaries. When a ship founders, the impact is likely to be threefold: It will affect the countries whose nationals were aboard the ship and whose flag the ship was flying; the country for which the ship's cargo was destined; and the country in whose jurisdiction the ship foundered.

The transnational nature of maritime issues highlights the need for regional maritime cooperation between maritime states. The need for regional maritime cooperation is further accentuated by the lack of capacity by most African coastal states to individually address maritime governance issues that present any degree of complexity. Although there have been efforts aimed at fostering regional maritime cooperation between African maritime states – a case in point being the establishment of the Maritime Search and Rescue Co-ordination Centre (MRCC) in Mombasa, Kenya, with sub-Centres in Victoria, Seychelles, and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, which is sponsored by the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) – much remains to be done to establish real and effective regional maritime cooperation in Africa. With the much publicised move towards a United States of Africa championed by the recently elected AU head, Libya's president Colonel Mummar Gaddafi, it is imperative that regional maritime cooperation be synchronised with this goal of the planned end state. However, there is a need for a more integrated regional approach and cooperation between African states with regard to maritime governance.

Against this background this article seeks to provide an appraisal of regional maritime cooperation among African maritime nations. It analyses existing maritime regional cooperation agreements and institutions set up by African nations, particularly with regard to their efficacy. The article also examines flaws in the national policies, legislation and institutions that hinder regional maritime cooperation. Finally, the article seeks to explore new avenues that can be used to forge regional cooperation between African maritime nations.
The global framework for maritime cooperation under the Law of the Sea Convention

The Law of the Sea Convention (LOSC), which is the *loci cadre* in ocean governance, is a classic illustration of what African states can achieve through maritime cooperation. At the first two UN conferences on the law of the sea there were no African representatives, because few African states had attained self-rule by then. However, at the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS III) African states, who felt that the previous two conferences had not adequately, if at all, addressed their maritime interests, eagerly participated in the proceedings. Though African states had only just achieved independence from colonial rule during the preceding decade, their participation in the ensuing LOSC left its mark. Cameroon, Kenya, Nigeria, Senegal, Tanzania, Zambia and Uganda were some of the African states that had a great influence on the outcome of UNCLOS III. Part XI (international seabed area and the institutional framework for deep seabed mining); part XV (dispute settlement); part V (Exclusive Economic Zone or EEZ), part X (rights of access to the sea and freedom of transit of landlocked states); part XII (protection and preservation of the marine environment); part XIII (marine scientific research) and part XIV (development and transfer of marine technology) of the LOSC all reflect the contribution by African states to the global ocean regime.

The strength of regional cooperation by African states was first demonstrated at Montenegro Bay, Jamaica, in 1982. When a vote on the LOSC became inevitable at the end of UNCLOS III in 1982, the African states voted as a block and provided 27 of the required 60 ratifications to bring the LOSC into force. Individually, African states lacked the muscle to influence the outcome of UNCLOS III in the manner they did collectively. African states took advantage of regional institutions and forums – such as the Organisation of African Unity (now the African Union), the Group of 77, the Afro-Asian Legal Consultative Committee, conference circuits such as the meetings of the Seabed Committee of UNCLOS III, non-governmental circuits, such as the Pacem in Maribus conferences of the International Ocean Institute, and conference institutions and procedures, including the numerous UNCLOS III negotiating committees, subcommittees and informal working groups – to make their presence felt at UNCLOS III. The end result was that the world realised that Africa could no longer be taken for granted in governance of ocean issues.

Currently 41 out of 53 African states are parties to the LOSC. Several of these countries are landlocked and are likely not to benefit from the exploitation of ocean resources unless they take advantage of the provisions of the LOSC regarding landlocked and geographically disadvantaged states.

In its provisions the LOSC repeatedly calls for regional cooperation in the implementation of governance of ocean areas and its resources. It specifically calls for regional cooperation in:
Exploitation of living marine resources

Scientific research

Control of marine pollution and conservation of the marine environment

Safety at sea

Maritime transport

Other international conventions and instruments pertaining to ocean governance – such as the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Maritime Navigation, 1988, the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974, the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973, as modified by the Protocol of 1978 relating thereto, the International Ship and Port Facility Security Code – all contain provisions requiring party states to engage in regional cooperation in order to realise the goals of the conventions and instruments. Regional conventions such as the African Maritime Charter also call for cooperation among African states with regard to various aspects of ocean governance so as to best achieve the desired result.

Challenges facing African states in the governance of their maritime zones

Regional cooperation could have a direct impact on most of the national challenges affecting African maritime states. The challenges facing African states in their quest to bring order and sound governance to their maritime zones are:

- Lack of appropriate frameworks for the delimitation of the maritime zones
- Lack of appropriate policy, legal and institutional frameworks for governance of the maritime zones
- Inadequate training facilities and institutions to develop a pool of competent human resources for the governance process
- Lack of funds for the exploration of and research on marine resources
- The ever-present threat of marine pollution from land-based and ship-based sources
- Illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing from distant water fishing nation vessels
Piracy and hostage taking

Inadequate disaster preparedness to deal with maritime searches and rescues

Illegal immigration

Drug trafficking

Smuggling of contraband goods and arms

Inadequate port security

Of these challenges IUU fishing and maritime security issues stand out as the two main challenges that have had the greatest impact on the African nations and on the entire maritime world. Fishing in prohibited areas or without a licence are both classified IUU activities. Using banned fishing techniques such as bottom trawling or long line fishing or misreporting catches also fall in this category. Many African maritime states provide licences for vessels from distant fishing nations such as China, Taiwan, South Korea, Russia and countries of the European Union for fishing in their waters, but many of these vessels are guilty of significant IUU fishing. Vessels guilty of IUU fishing do not respect national and international actions designed to reduce bycatch and mitigate the incidental deaths of marine animals such as sharks, turtles, birds and mammals and their fishing thus leads to significant collateral damage to ecosystems.

The challenges facing African maritime states in the governance of their maritime zones are compounded by the escalating incidents of maritime hostile action off their coasts, particularly along the Somalia coast and in the increasingly volatile Gulf of Guinea. The situation along the East African coast is particularly worrying. According to the IMO, there were 11 piracy attacks off the East African coast in the first quarter of 2008, 23 in the second quarter, 50 in the third and 51 in the fourth quarter, bringing the total to 135 attacks, 44 hijackings and 600 kidnappings of seafarers. Two seafarers are reported to have lost their lives in these hijacking incidents.

The operations of the pirates seem to have become more sophisticated. Somalia has the longest coastline in Africa, measuring some 3 898 kilometres, of which 1 204 kilometres is in the Gulf of Aden. This coastline acts as an ideal base from which pirates can launch piracy expeditions and also provides good hideouts for them. The pirates are increasingly using so-called ‘mother ships’, typically converted fishing vessels, to launch attacks into deeper waters hitherto considered safe from pirate attacks. Previously, vessels keeping at least 50 nautical miles from the coast were considered safe but the range has now increased to at least 200 nautical miles. The supertanker *Sirius Star* was captured more than 400 nautical miles off the coast of Kenya, well to the south of Somalia. The
operations of the pirates in the Horn of Africa region and elsewhere in the waters off the African coast are launched from land bases. The pirates take advantage of the instability in the region to create hideouts from where they conduct their criminal activities with impunity, because it is near impossible to track them down.

The incidents affecting maritime security in waters off the African coast are not a preserve of the Horn of Africa and East Africa region. The west coast of Africa, the Niger Delta and by extension the Gulf of Guinea have also acquired the dubious reputation of being among the most dangerous maritime zones in the world. The activities of the Nigerian rebel forces in the oil-rich Niger Delta have extended to the sea, and Nigeria alone is said to be losing at least US$1.5 billion per year in cargo of stolen crude oil.

This escalation in maritime attacks in waters off African coastlines have attracted the attention of not only African states (including landlocked African states that depend on the oceans for transport of essential goods), but also the world at large. Maritime insurance premiums have skyrocketed and the cost of maritime transport increased significantly as ships are forced to take longer routes in an attempt to evade the so-called choke points. The persistent and brazen acts of piracy off the coast of Somalia prompted no less than four meetings of the UN Security Council in the second half of 2008. Resolutions 1816 and 1838 of the UN Security Council sought to address the piracy problem by calling on states to take an active part in fighting piracy by deploying naval vessels and aircraft to the Horn of Africa region and to cooperate with the transitional federal government of Somalia towards this end. On 16 December 2008 the Security Council acted again, authorising the employment of ‘all necessary means’ by states for intervention in Somalia to address the problem of maritime piracy.

Appraisal of regional cooperation agreements and institutions in the governance of African maritime zones

Several regional organisations are active in a number of African states in the sphere of maritime governance. These institutions deal with a variety of issues ranging from management of marine resources, education, training and research and maritime transport. They are either intergovernmental organisations or non-governmental bodies. The intergovernmental organisations include:

- The South West Indian Ocean Fisheries Commission
- The Maritime Organisation of West and Central Africa (MOWCA)
- The Sub-regional Integrated Coastguard Network
The South African Development Community which, although focusing mainly on economic matters, is extensively involved in the governance of ocean areas of member states.

The Indian Ocean Tuna Commission

The two most important non-governmental organisations are the Ocean Data and Information Network for Africa and the Oceanographic Research Institute.

Several agreements have also been entered into between African states and treaties signed for regional cooperation in ocean governance. Most notable among the treaties is the African Maritime Transport Charter of 1994, which calls upon African states to cooperate in enhancing maritime transport and ensuring that maximum benefits are reaped from it. The non-treaty agreements include the Indian Ocean memorandum of understanding which deals with ship and port security. In terms of the memorandum the signatory states are obliged to inspect 15% of all the ships that call on their ports in order to enhance safety of shipping. The Djibouti Code of Conduct signed on 30 January 2009 by eight African States (Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Madagascar, the Maldives, the Seychelles, Somalia and Tanzania) and Yemen in Djibouti at a special meeting organised by the IMO, is yet another regional agreement on ocean governance between African states. The regional agreement on combating piracy allows the signatory states to send navies into the territorial waters of other signatories to pursue pirates and in certain instances sanction joint anti-piracy operations. The code of conduct also calls on member states to enact legislation or amend existing ones to facilitate the arrest and prosecution of suspected pirates.

Another positive development in regional cooperation in the governance of ocean areas has been the establishment of the sub-regional Maritime Rescue Coordination Centre in Mombasa, Kenya. The centre is administered from Mombasa and has sub-centres in Victoria (Seychelles) and Dar es Salaam (Tanzania). The Mombasa centre and the two sub-centres were funded by the International Search and Rescue Fund. The Mombasa centre provides a much needed search and rescue capability along the coastline of East Africa and improved security for seafarers whose vessels transit the waters of the Indian Ocean along the African coast.

Benefits of regional cooperation in the governance of African maritime zones

Regional cooperation is perhaps the only avenue through which African states can achieve order in the governance of their ocean areas. The challenges of governing ocean spaces can be daunting if handled unilaterally by individual states. Issues such as maritime
attacks that have occurred in the waters off the coast of Africa cannot be addressed by a single maritime state acting in its national interest. Indeed, the transboundary nature of the challenges posed by most maritime issues call for integrated regional cooperation.

Through regional cooperation African states can pool both financial and human resources for use in the ocean governance process. This will enable African to move in tandem with the rest of the world in implementing the provisions of the LOSC, which they played a key role in bringing into force.

A good example of nations that have set out to implement the provisions of the LOSC through regional cooperation is the Pacific Island states and territories. These island nations have been able to manage their maritime zones with a considerable degree of success. African states can be as successful if they improve regional cooperation in governing their maritime interests.

**Challenges of regional cooperation in the governance of African maritime zones**

The efforts towards regional cooperation in the governance of African ocean areas have been seriously compromised by the disharmony in the regimes of African maritime states. States such as Benin, Congo-Brazzaville and the Democratic Republic of Congo have no legislative provisions for even a delineation of their maritime zones. Others, such as Libya and Somalia, make extravagant claims to ocean areas off their coastlines, extending some 200 nautical miles. This disharmony has at times hindered meaningful regional cooperation in the governance of African ocean areas, with the focus being on maritime boundaries instead of cooperation. The issues of delimitation are further complicated by the following peculiarities of maritime interests.

**The legal frameworks for governance of ocean areas continue to evolve rapidly as more discoveries regarding their economic value are made**

The result is that these frameworks are often incomplete and contain more uncertainty than frameworks for land areas. The rapid changes may be attributed to, among others, the following factors:

- Expansion of national maritime zones under the LOSC and the attendant complexity of boundary limits

- The overlap of maritime jurisdictions which necessitate clarification of intergovernmental title, jurisdiction and authority over these expanded zones
Scientific advancement and discovery of new uses of marine resources and increasing intensity of existing uses, such as off-shore petroleum and mineral exploitation and transportation, coastal areas development, recreation and tourism, aquaculture and sea ranching and renewable off-shore energy production

A shift in focus to new issues, such as marine habitat and resource conservation and marine environmental risk and pollution reduction

An increased recognition of the rights of aboriginal and indigenous groups and other stakeholders to coastal and marine resources

Marine spaces are virtually common property with no exclusive rights of ownership

The three-dimensional rights aspect of a geographical zone is more apparent in the sea than on land and therefore rights are either allocated to specific portions, such as the seabed or water column, or specific activities, such as fishing or navigation. Although the interests usually coexist, this may change over time and some of the rights may even be time specific. This dual nature of the rights increases the number of stakeholders that must be considered when designing a legal framework for governance of any maritime zone. It also results in a multiplicity of boundaries of jurisdiction, administration, ownership and use with in some instances, with the boundary or limit that is set referring to each specific resource or activity.

Interests in marine space are more fragmented than on land

This is related to the rapid evolution of legal frameworks for governance of ocean areas, and concerns the fact that the governance of marine interests tends to focus on specific resources or activities rather than geographic areas. On land interests are classified either as government (public) land, private land and trust land or in terms of the extent of rights of surface ownership, such as freehold, leasehold or licensed land. This is not the case with marine spaces, where interests are classified with reference to specific resources such as fishing, off-shore petroleum and oil exploration and shipping rights.

Attempts by African states at regional cooperation in the governance of maritime interests have been hindered by their national polices and legislation, which have often been conflicting and marred by duplicity. It is also not uncommon to find two or more regional bodies (whether inter-governmental or non-governmental) with a similar or near identical mandate which operates in the same area without any tangible effort to harmonise their operations.

National legislation, such as the Kenya Maritime Zones Act (chapter 371 of the Laws of Kenya), is not designed to facilitate regional integration in the governance of ocean areas.
and present bottlenecks to regional cooperation. The legislation predates the LOSC and even in cases where it does not, it is not necessary in line with the provisions of the LOSC. The Kenya Maritime Zones Act, for instance, purports to give Kenya the right to regulate the passage of warships and military exercises in the EEZ. The basis for claiming such a right, to which US objects, is not clear. The LOSC confers such rights on coastal states for the regulation of the passage of warships, but only within the territorial sea area. In fact, in terms of the LOSC the regulation does not apply to the passage of ships along international navigation routes that pass through EEZs, without a distinction being made between warships and other ships. Kenya therefore has no legal basis for extending her sovereign jurisdiction to her EEZ; this is furthermore contrary to the provisions of the LOSC. However, the argument can be made that military exercises may be viewed as causing a disturbance to the marine life and are as such well within the ambit of LOSC provisions.

The status of most African navies is also an obstacle to effective regional cooperation in the governance of African ocean areas. States that lack vessels, aircraft, communications systems, appropriately trained personnel or an appropriate legal infrastructure are unable to play a constructive role in solving regional maritime governance issues such as piracy. Navies are not thought to be as necessary as the other branches of the armed forces and are often considered last in budgetary allocations. In terms of ranking the Kenya navy for example is in third position in the armed forces structure. The high cost of naval equipment worsens the situation.

States are often so fixated on national interests that it is to the disadvantage of the regional common good. A case in point is the standoff between the two East African sister states of Kenya and Uganda over a tiny island in the waters of Lake Victoria, Migingo Island. The island, barely an acre in size, has been the cause of friction, accusations and counter-accusations between the two states, who both claim ownership of it. This situation is allowed to continue despite the much publicised move towards an integrated trade block and political union for the East African Community (EAC), which is to be reached by 2012. That the two states have not so far shown any credible efforts towards resolving this seemingly mundane but potentially explosive issue, illustrates how parochial national interests take centre stage while regional cooperation continues to be relegated to the background.

**Regional cooperation in the governance of African maritime zones: how should it be done?**

African states need to identify a forum in which they can chart modalities for regional cooperation in the governance of their ocean areas. No forum would be better suited to this matter than the AU, given the goodwill it enjoys among African states. It also has established organs through which the agenda can be handled. It would, for example,
be easier to set up an organ within the AU to deal with the coordination of maritime cooperation than it would be to set an independent entity, and also less expensive.

A first requirement for enhancing such regional cooperation is the identification of the possible areas of cooperation. These should focus on the common challenges facing African states in ocean governance. Key among these are security and surveillance, and control of marine pollution.

The next step would be to identify the common goal and objectives to be reached by such regional cooperation. One of these objectives should be the integrated exploitation and governance of African ocean areas and its resources for the common good of the people of Africa. No distinction should be made between coastal states, landlocked states and the so-called geographically disadvantaged states with regard to inclusion in the regional cooperation strategy. All these states do after all in one way or the other benefit from the sea and its resources.

A strategic plan and policy for the regional cooperation should be developed at the continental level that maps out key actions to be taken in fostering regional cooperation. The strategic plan should outline the priorities of the cooperation as well as identify the structures and institutions, both at national and regional levels, through which the plan can be realised. For example, African navies should be encouraged to share information that could help to curb maritime security problems and reduce incidents of piracy. It is noteworthy that none of the African states have responded to the UN Security Council call to send navy patrols to combat piracy in the Horn of Africa. This is perhaps due to the lack of financial capacity by the African states that have navies for such operations – but this challenge could be overcome by a joint African state operation.

Training, research and exploration institutions must also be strengthened at a regional level, perhaps by means of an overall coordinating body that could ensure sharing of oceanographic data and information on marine resources. An African regional disaster response institution should be set up under the aegis of AU to coordinate responses to maritime disasters such as shipwrecks, oil spills and other pollution, as well as to enhance safety of life at sea.

The IMO/MOWCA initiative towards establishment of a sub-regional coastguard network could be expanded to cover the entire coast of Africa. Such an African coastguard network could coordinate coastguard services throughout all African ocean areas. The long-term objective should be the establishment of a standing African coastguard service to compliment the national coastguard services.

A fund administered by the AU should be set up to finance the operations of regional maritime cooperation organisations. The fund can be financed through contributions
from member states out of the collection of licencing charges on distant water fishing nation vessels and ships that fly their flags as well as port charges.

In view of their long coastlines and the ever-increasing challenges in the governance of their ocean areas, African countries must share naval intelligence and coordinate their maritime surveillance, reconnaissance and security enforcement activities. The AU should emphasise regional cooperation between member states to enhance maritime security. The Common African Defence and Security Policy and the African Standby Force (ASF) should include a maritime strategy to combat the increasing incidents of maritime attacks that threaten the common good of the African region. Africa’s naval capabilities need to be assessed and appropriate elements placed at the disposal of the AU Standby Force. To date no large peacekeeping operation within Africa has involved naval forces, even though maritime forces could be used to help bring peace to the Horn of Africa region. Legitimate governments should be supported to ensure that criminal gangs who operate on the seas do not have bases from which they can launch their operations.

African states should turn around the uncoordinated approach that has characterised regional cooperation in the governance of African maritime interests by putting in place a better planned and coordinated approach that guarantees better results in the move towards the ‘planned end state’.

**Conclusion**

Effective regional cooperation requires that decision-makers in the various national governments, particularly those with coastlines, come together to chart modalities for achieving this objective. Constant evaluation is also a key imperative, since the maritime sector is dynamic and constantly presents novel challenges. Institutions with a regional and inter-governmental mandate must be developed to ensure that common goals in maritime governance are achieved and set guidelines are adhered to. Regional cooperation is a process that requires a great deal of goodwill on the part of member states, who should avoid jingoistic appeals in favour of the common good of the region with regard to maritime governance.

There are numerous challenges facing the governance of ocean areas in Africa. If the situation is not controlled, these threats may grow to undermine political stability and economic development of the region and further undermine the African maritime reputation. It is for this reason that the African nations must cooperate with each other and avoid the tendency to make politically motivated decisions to address internal short-term and immediate priorities as opposed to long-term regional goals. The focus must shift to the regions and the continent and away from national frontiers.
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